
The UV-Beam-Adjuster is designed to support the position adjustment of a UV 

beam such a LASER or a LED beam with a diameter from 50 µm up to  2 mm. It 

bases on a monolithic four quadrant Silicon Carbide photodiode chip. The unit 

comes with a housing with included electronics and a stand compatible to opti-

cal benches (14 mm diamter rod and M6 thread).

Data analysis is done with the sglux UVPLOT or alternatively using own hardware with consigned software. The below 

picture shows the most important part of the program screen. On the left side the software displays the actual position 

of the beam (red dot) and previous positions (green dots). The blue columns at the right side give the the total intensity 

on each specific segment of the detector.
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Parameter

Detector

Total detector diameter

Segenmt active area

Separating strip

Spectral range

Wavelength of max. spectral response

Visible blindness

Beam diameter

Beam power

Connection

Current consumption, typical

Dimensions

Weight

Operating temperature, non-condensing

Operating system support

Value

SIC-4-quadrant photodiode

2.72

1.4

32

221 ... 358 

280

> 1010

0.05 ... 2 

max. 4

USB 2.0

100

80x80x25

250

0 ... +65

Microsoft Windows, XP, 

Vista, 7, 8, 8.1 in 32/64 Bit

Unit

–

mm

mm2

µm

nm

nm

–

mm

mW/cm2

–

mA

mm

g

°C

–
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Mounting

The UV-Beam-Adjuster is equipped with M6 stud bold on the bottom face of the 

housing. In original condition we provide a 120 mm rod of 14 mm diameter which 

is compatible with most optical benches. This rod can be removed if other mounting 

is necessary. 

Connection

The device contains an USB 2.0 Type B connector and a mating cable from USB-B 

to standard USB-A socket is provided on delivery.

moUnting AnD connections

softwAre instAllAtion
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The provided software is compatible with Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 both 32 and 64 Bit. Before connecting the device 

the first time to a computer, it is recommended to install the provided software. It can also be downloaded from our 

website at this address:

http://www.download.sglux.de/radiometers/beam-adjuster/

Please download the file named

uv-beam-adjuster_setup+rt*.exe

where * denotes the version number of the setup. It is recommended to download the highest number available. Af-

ter download please make sure you have administrative rights. Execute the setup and use default options.

It is recommended to uninstall all previous versions of this program (but not the runtime and drivers!) before install-

ing a newer revision.

Note: If the software is installed on a computer for the first time, it is required to execute the following steps at least 

once:

· Install the Labview runtime by selecting “Labview Runtime Installation” from the start menu folder “sglux\UV-Beam-

Adjuster”

· Install the correct driver package matching the Bit-width of your operating system by selecting either “USB Driver 

32-Bit setup” or “USB Driver 64-Bit setup” from the start menu folder “sglux\UV-Beam-Adjuster”
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Start up

Before starting the software please take a look into your systems device manager which serial port the UV-Beam-

Adjuster is connected to.

Please select the proper serial port number the UV-Beam-Adjuster is connected to (here COM3 is denoted as ASLR3), 

see figure below. If you have chosen the wrong port just finish the program and start again.

operAtion
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Main Screen

Now you will see the main screen of the application with different visualizations of the measurement values (see figure 

below). All parameters with green background can be changed by the user where other values are only indicators.

In the top area are some display configuration options. Point average and position average give the number of samples 

that are averaged before computing the actual position of the point in the chart (red dot in top left chart) and the 

horizontal / vertical position fields respectively.

History points gives the number of previous positions shown in the top left chart (green dots).
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Top right the data is represented as bar diagram showing the total intensity on each segment of the detector - and 

the current value as number is given below each bar. The Up/Down/Left/Right denote the segment viewed along the 

beam straight onto the detector with mounting rod on bottom side.

Furthermore there is a logging chart showing the last 1000 intensity values of the segments. 

The intensity distribution is centred on the sensor if one of these conditions match:

· horizontal and vertical position is zero

· the red dot in the top left diagram remains within +- 1 area around origin for continous time

· the top right bar display has all bars the same height (e.g. the numbers below the bars are all the same)

· the logging chart shows all four lines with the same value

Please note the position can only be correctly determined if the beam has a smaller diameter than the detector.

It is strongly recommended to exit the program via “EXIT PROGRAM” button if data logging is enabled - as this ensures 

graceful end of data acquisition and final writing of all data in the internal file buffers. 

If data logging is not used it is fine to just exit the program by closing the window.
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After defining the log file name you can enable the logging by pushing the Logging button. Data logging continues 

until you disable it or exit the program. For protection of flash media the “Log buffer” was implemented which buffers 

an adjustable amount of samples before writing them to the media. The write action is indicated by the small red dot 

indicator.

Please always disable logging or at least use the exit program button for graceful program end.

Data Logging

To enable data logging you first need to define the path and file for data storage by clicking the directory symbol and 

by giving a file name. 
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